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1..: Here we continue discussing_ of the critical behaviour in 
the framework of a recently proposed method, _involving, in parti
cular, the introduc.tibn of a special. auxili~ critical system/1-3( 
In the "mathematical aspectn the method is baaed, in paXticular, 
on a version of the theory of "quasi-averages" proposed by N.N.Bo
golubov, Jr./4/ (for discussion see ref./1/ ). 

In the present paper, closely related to ref./3/, we consi
der relations for the parameters of the critical singularities -
indices of power aaymptotics, indices of logarithmic Corrections 
and critical amplitudes*. 

For the basic indices we get the well-known scaling equalities, 
for logarithmic indices and amplitudes the relations obtained are 
new and previously unknown. The results are compared with experi
mental data**· 

The reader, being interestedonly in the final results, may 
familiarize himself with notation (10), relatione in tables 1,2,4 
and concluding remarks in section B. 

2.Let us briefly account here some results ~btained inref./3/ 
nec~sary below (as an introduction to ref./3/ see refs./1,2/ ). 

We denote an arbitrary system with Hamiltonian r and tem
perature e =- kT as r je , operator order parameters as 
A , ~ , ••• , and corresponding susceptibilities as XAB , ••• 

Numerical order parameters (i.e.,averages (A/r/& , ... )will 
be denoted A ( r 1 e) , . . . , and, in general, we denote any 

quantityFdepending on the system r/e asF(r/e)or F[r/e]. 
We shell consider a conventional "ferromagnetic" system 

with Hamiltonian H and critical temperature 6c. ( H/ec. is 
the critical system). For a nonzero magnetic field ~ "7 0 the 
Hamil toni an of the system is H - .ft. N S , where S := S + is 

*We call below the index of power aaymptotics the "basic in
dex" or "index", and the index of logarit~c corJ;:ection "loga
rithmic index11 

0 For the asymptotic a A E- I en E p•o. ' t _,. + 0' 
0.. is the basic index, Pa. is the logarithmic index, A 

is the critical amplitude. 
**By "experimental data" we shall assume also the results 

of numer~cal calculations for concrete models (e.g.,for the 
Ising lattices). 
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the ma~etization operator (per partlcle)*, IV' ie the number 

of particles. We shall dlscuaa here only systems with the one

component order parameter (rt =1) (e.g., the Is~ng lattlces)4 

Let us consider, in addition to the basic order parameter 

S , extra order parameter A and assume that both order pa-

rameters vanish at the critical point: A (H/ec )= S (H/9c. )=0. 
So, ~/'ec is the critical system. Consider the system in 

the ordered phase with 9= 9c:.(1-£)<&c._,~:::O, i.e., the system 

H/8c{1-f),£'l'O,£~+O.In ret:./Jfwe have considered an ar

bitrary system in the ordered phase H -tv I e c, ' where v is 

some "ordering" and "weak" variation of the Hamiltonian. In the 

caae H/8.(1-€.) "\{ .. c H/(1-t.) ~ C H and the condition f:or 

~ to be "ordering" and "weak" means that JY[H/ec (1-£..)11 
> •o, ?G~~[H /ec (1-£.)] '?O ;Y =-A, S , for t. '7 o, and thet 

system H/ec(1--E.) can be removed into the critical point by in-

troducing, into the Hamil toni an, of the "disordering" term AN S~ 

by appropriate value of 1:::.. 12,3/ 

H -t 1\.(t.) N S 2. 

9c(1-£) = [ 
the critical} 
system ( 1 ) 

Making use of ~he results of ref.IJ/ one can easily write 
relations connecting behaviour of the order parameters and sus

ceptibilities in the systems H/ec(1-1:_) and H£ -JiNS/ec, 
where He /ec is auxiliary critical system (1 ). 

Introduce short notation F (E) = F [H /ec ( 1- <:) J , 
F(~>(~) = F[HE-~Ns/ec], F=A,S,XAA,···; 
denote as Pt. (E) the effective magnetic field (see below (8) ). 

Taking into account formulas (37 )-(44) in ref. I 3 I , one gets, in 

particulars 

N 

(2) 

(J) 

(4) 

(5) 

*Por the Ising model, for instance, S=N-1 _L6i., 6i=:t1.. 
i•1 
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with the effective field 

here the superscript ( C ) means that the corresponding quanti

ties relate to the auxiliary critical system (1). 

The above relatione include also the "index-functions" 

'S' ~> [!' .. J , 'i) AS [Eo], defined as follows. Introduce for the 

original critical system H /e c the function /3/ 

<&Ys ( ft) =- Y{t.) / f,_( d.Y(~ )/d ~), Y( &, ) =- Y[H- t.NS/eJ .. 

Then "?) YS [£] =. b (£)YS ( f. "'- f.. (E)) where super-

script ( E.. ) indicates that H/6 c in 'avs(l\.) should be rep

laced by He /Be (1 ); -1\.. (Eo) see in (8). Note that if 

YC&) ~ t;_ Vllvs ( 'by£ • constant), then "itys ( & ) ~ 

-tb Ys as f,~o • We shall assume below the power asymptotice for 

order parameters and susceptibilities (see (10)) and consider 

"index-functions" ~'1'5 [€] .in (2)-(8) to be constants, despite 

that \-l/Bc is replaced here by He fee . 
Formula (6) involves also the "squared cosine of the angle 

between A and s " ' cos2. As • For arbitrary system r /e 

and order parameters A and B we define /3 I : 

C0!. 2 As"' I')(, A&~~ /"£AA 'JG gg , and independently of the 

system r /e : 

0 ~ co~~ (rt&) =- lXAs(rle)\~ ~ 1. 
AI!. XAA (r/e)'X-e.& (r/e) 

(9) 

(For more details see ref./3/ ). 

3. When studying the critical behaviour one usually deals 

with "two "external fields" It and e and two corresponding 

"order parameters" S and H (Hamiltonian). It is conveni

ent to introduce, instead of H , a correctly normilized "tem

perature order parameter" (singular part of the energy) 
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L ·= -N- 1(H-<H'?Htec ).we thus have quantities L , S , Xs.( , XsL" = XL.s,XLL.to be consld,ered for r, = 0 • e * 9-c (we shall deal with 9 <:. ec:. only) and for e, "7 0 , e := 9c. • Uo we have 10 functions of interest, among which only 6 are independent (4 susceptibilities appear to be derivatives of the order parameters). 
Note that in the critical region with vanishing errors: Xu=ecC:iXsL =JS/JE.Jwhere Cis the specific heat for a fixed rnagnetic field, C =. <j ~ • 
Following the well-known experimental and theoretical results (see,e.g.,rer.15/),let us suppose for the order parameters and susceptibilities the power asymptotics with possible logarithmic corrections to hold true: 

s(t,>={~l!t..dJP• 
L('C) = ~~~-i&. "-I!'.,, ut. != z ~.; 1 ~~ eL /~"' 

) 

X ss (O = r_ t-5 /!1-1 1: /fr, X a. (/,) = E t, -o, )t... tit Jre _ 
Different .•. ating order parameters in (10),one also gets: 

' 

( 1 0 J 

Xu (t)= A- f-"'/111 1' )Pu~ 'V (17 ~.,--• , "-'SS 11 )·=- /4,~) Pr 
o!)VS" , (10a) 

X .>L {E)-= jig 'C.I-1/&, 1: I~ XsL (tJ=- z; 2 t,i0-1 ~~ t.) Pz;,, 
where cl..,p,J', b,'h1 6 are critical _indicea,p<~C.,fJr 7 P,r,Po1 Pz;,pe are logarithmic indicea,A_, B.;~~ r:_,]),Z, E _are critical amplitudes*.Here we 
have used the short notation f(O= F/JJ/Bc(1-l'.)], F(t\_),.. F [H-~NS/eJ. It is known that critical indices in (10)are.not all independent. There are 4 relations among 6 indices following from the scaling hy-pothesis,which can be chosen,e.g., in the form: 
a) tr=(5{b-1..) cJ&,(¥-tf)=-1-"' 
bJ o<.+£f'+lf = 2. dJ E tr+f3) = "'-· ( 11 ) 

We shall discuss relations (11)in the framework of our approach and also derive new relations for logarithimic indices and critical amplitudes • 
..!:.. The simplest ·(and too rough) method ia the following 

*Subacr;pt' (-)in A.- J r- means the region 8 <ec. .Sometimes instead of A- A-/;1. ia used for o<70 (and A-forli-=O)(note that such a notation ia in ref./3/).For the parameters. of the asymptoticsL(t'?) • XsJ..(J J,X.u.(t)there are no generally accepted notations; we originate from the order of the Greek alphabet. 
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(see also ref. (3/ ). Put in (2)-(8) k= L and assume that 

asymptotica like on the right-hand side of (10),(10a) remain va

lid if one replaces the critical system H /e c by the auxili

ary critical system l-\£, /ec (1 ); neglect the dependence He fee 
upon t (a.s €. ~ o) ' but for precaution supply all quantities 

related to H £. (e by the superscript 0 replace everywhere 

b' YS ['<-] by t'be constants 'il;s ; 'S' ;S = ao, 6 Zs ~ 1/k,O. 

For the effective field (8) one then obtains: 

~(·)- S(O _. B K"+f/~. \lf-P.r 
t - ('\>'"-:i)Xss (t)- L('8' 0-1) t. . t .< 12

) 

Substituting asymptotics (10) and (12) into (2),(3),(6),(7), one 

obtains for the basic indices: 

a) /): ? (f'~1) c) z:,o(r..-(5)= 1-oi. 

b) o(+ 2-f-i"t" =;2 d) E" (;r..-,) o{ 
( 13) 

= ' 
for the logarithmic .1ndices: 

a) ~oP;=P.r+ f~(.,.:.1) clP"·= p._+k>"(P.r-~) 
r (14) 

b) P .. + f'r == ~ pf dJP; = p~_,.e(r1 -P.-), 

and also 4 equalities for amplitudes. In particular, it follows 

from (J) in addition to (a) in (13),(14) that: 

cc o~1.)r-n·s.,~ 1 )i·(•+prp~· = -1., (15) 

and from (7) in addition to (b): 

f!-B'i. /A- r_ - 1. (16l 

(here we have taken into account that c;QdC>/{1-0C:)-= 1./js :~ 

see (13)). Two other relatione for amplitudes follow from (2) 

and (6) (see (49) in ref./J/ ), but these relations, as well as 

(16), are to be modified (see below). 

For futher needs it seems to be convenient to make now a 

stop and consider, independently, functions c.os<isL (E)= 

= co45 L [H/ec (1- £) J and GoS '2 sL ( C:) = w:. '\L [H- ~/1/S /ec] for the 

asymptotics (10). We have: 

"L (")- pgtcY+2f+"--'2f; c~~P,6'-Pd"-Pot (17a) 
UlS sL c - A-r-c. P'-c. ' 
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cos"-SL ( t;_) = 'bza •l!!. D Vs f.. E-+'2.!;,-1/o-1/t... t../'-Pr.- P,.-~ .< 17b J 
Taking into account that functions (17) satjafy general inequalities (9) 1 one can easily obtain restrictions on critica~ parameters presented in' tables 1 and 2. Each table can be read in arbitrary sequence; blank spaces mean the absence of restrictions*. 

T a b 1 e 1. Allowed relations between temperature cri tical characteristJ.cs and cos 2
5 l (E.=+ O). 

o<:+2j3+J'= 2 o(+ ~fi+ r 7 2.. 
P"' + Pr ~ 2. P f! Po..+ P.r 72. ~ 

J?_2B'i. -=cas:!. (t.=+o)c:.i. A.f. SL -

c.os'!.SL(e=+O) )'D cos 2 SL ( E = + 0) - 0 

T a b 1 e 2. Allowed relations between field critical characterlstics and cos2. SL ( A.. =0) 

E- + 2. z::.- 1/a = 1. <i-+2.<;-1/8' 7 i. rs- + p._ = 2Pt:. P~+P~ 7 '2. P-., 
ar,iz2.D1/s- /E = 

= cos\L (f.. =o) ~ 1. 

cos'- Si.. ( t, "' o) / o UlS2 sL (~"' 0) ::: 0 

As follows from table 1, one should distinguish between two different situations: 

a) C.OS2.SL(e=-ro) )' 0 

*The reader can easily see that table 1 contains, in particular, the equality due to Essam and Fisher ot..+'i(i+T= ~ /6/ (see (11b)) and inequality due to Rushbrooke ~-+2.P-tY~ ~ /7/; table 2 cont.aina analogous relations. for the field characteris• tics discussed by Coopersmith /8 I • 
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In the case (1~a) the equalities (b) in (13),(14) do hold true 

and deliberately f2...B2../A-l- £1. .. In the case (18b) at. least 

one of the equalities (13b), (14b) is violated. Analogous conclu

sions follow from table 2 for the fjeld parameters. 

We thus see that relati_ons (13b), (14b) and (16) taken toge

ther mean that 

( 19) 

Therefore it is interestin£ to consider cos'2.sL ('e'.-==-t-o) for 

concrete systems. The values of c..os'2. SL (t. = +o) for the 

Ising lattices of different space dimensions (d..) are represen.ted 

in table 3*• 

Here Q A means the dimensionless amplitude ratio: 

(20) 

under the conditlon (18a) QA coincides with C..OS'2.SL (~ =+o); 

"yes11 and "no'' indicate whether or not (13b),(14b) hol-d true;)<.. 

means the absence of logarithmic corrections. 

T a b l e 3. Values of COSq_SL (t-=-t-o) and other para
meters for the Ising lattlces of different 
dimensions. 

.Ising (13b) (14b) QA %~L (£z+o) " 4+: 1-u.&SL:(~-:.--to) _ 

Molecular yes X 1 1 0 0 
field(d=oo) 

d.. 4 yes yes 0.75 0.75 0.25 0.25 

cl: 3 yes X 0.53 0.53 0.47 0.51 

d.= 2 yes no I.85 0 1 1 

Note that for the d..= Lj Ising model Po<=~= P,.. = 1/3 

and (14b) holds true, but for ,( = 2 PU(.: 1, p,6 = Pa- = o and 

(14b) is violated, here C<JS2SL (~) ~ 1.. &S" /e;. 't./-1. ~0 as e~O. 
The two last columns of talble 3 will be discuss below. 

*The most of data for concrete s.vstems used :..n this paper, 
as well as numerious references to original papers, can be found 
in ref./9/; for d.-::=. 4 , see also ref. /10/. 
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We thus see that in real cases Cos,2. 5L (C ':::. +o) does 
not reach its maximum (19), 

ws"-sL(I:;+o).:: i, d=2,3,'-l, (21) 

while C0S'2. SL.. ('C-;. -t 0)=.1 corresponds to the molecular-field ap
proxi.mation ("d =- oa "). 

~To explain the disagreement between (19) and (21), we 
propose here a phenomenological scheme. Let us consider that in 
the critical region (for e <. 6 c ) the temperature order parame
ter L can be represented as the sum of two "orthogonal" compo
nents L1 , L 1 where L-1 is "parallel" to S and L2_ is 

"orthogonal'' to S , 

L = L 1 + L 2 , 

and the parallelism and orthoconality are assumed in the sense 
that XsL.z. = o, ~ t..,Lz. -= o {but X SL,., # 0., XL.,L-r '*-0, 
Xt.tL:t -:F o), 'OS- l.SL., -= 1 , C.oS Z .st 2.. = 0 {all quanti ties are taken 
for the system H/c9c. (1-~ ), CC ~ +O) *• Then XsL = 'XsL 1 , 
X.t.L -= 'XL.,L 1 + X LL1-t. and we have**; 

We shall also assume that the term 6. (t) N S 2 in ( 1) "acts11 

only on L..., and does not affect L:i.. (and thus the system He/Be 
(1) is not critical with respect to L~ and coincides with 
H/ec(1-CC.))? and, on the contrary,L...,//S, and 

one may hope that with respect to L 1 the properties of the 
systems H 'C. j ec.. and H /&c.. are the same or similar. 

It has been shown at the end of ref. J that in disordered 
phase the 

*Note that X A B possesses the properties o:f the scalar 
product on the set of order parameters A , B , ••• /3/ • 

**The well-known thermodynamical relation :for the specific 
heat for a :fixed magnetic field C =. C ft and :fixed magnetization 
C m in our notation can be written in ihe form C rn (r/8) = 
: Cr..(r/17)(1-<·<S'·sL,(r/9)), Lr'= r;/1/. Taking into account 
(23) we see that in fact 'XLtl L'i. := e C m • 
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term ANSi. does not effect order parameters different from S, 
therefore one should expect to have in the disordered phase the 

operator Ll. _L s Only, L = L2. (note also that ws2 sL; 0 for 

e7ec). 
In the ordered phase we have in addition an "inner molecular 

field" (aelfcons:Lstent magnetic field) originating from the spon

taneous ordering of the interacting magnetic moments. Go, let us 

interpret L 1 as the "molecular field energy" and L2... as the 

"proper temperature enert,;y11 • 

In the i'ranrework of such a phenomenological scheme one can 

expect that the specific heat at fixed magnetization Cm (see 

footnote -kk on pageS ) in the system e<ec., H/-ec:(1-£), 

should coinc:..de with the specific heat C..==. C &t_ in the system 

H (eL ( 1-t- 't:.) I e .,. ec.. • If' so, one can easily se-e from 

the relation for Cvn and C t,._ (footnote **" on pa,-;e 8 ) that 

critical specific-heat ampL tudes A+ ( e ..,... 8..:. ) and A- (e.:.ec) 

should satisfy the relatlon: 
A+ 

'A- - 1- u:>S •2. SL. (t = +O). (24) 

As is seen from table J, this relation really holds true for the 

Ising model (we must note that for d..= 3 data available are rough). 

Now we are able to explain the disagreement of (19) with (21). 

The fact is that the choice A= L in (2)-(8) is incorrect; one 

should put A=- L 1 Then instead of (19) one gets the identity 

COS.ZSL = eosZ. SL (see also below). 

Let us turn now to relatione (2),(6), from which the equa

lities (c) and (d) .n (13),(14) have been derived. 

In the framework of our phenomenological scheme let us as

sume that switching on a nonzero field It-; 0 at e ~ e c. 11 ex

ci tes 11 only the energy L '1 and 'XJ...L ( t{) is approximated by 

X '}, 1L 1 ( ~ ) • Putting in (6) A~ L 1 and taking into account 

(23a) we get: 

~~~1. r,;(oL)L (#(C)). Xu (E)w.>~sd~) "~ "- "' c (25) 

One can also put A= L 1 in (2) and express L1 {E) through 

L ('!:) . If one assumes that XL 1L1 ('ii ),., 'aL, ('f:.)/"d c and 

takes into accow1t (2Ja), rewriting the rieht-hand aide of this 

equality in the case of the asymptotics (10), then L 1 (€.) = 
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(26) 

Note that if one puts it1 ('7) A ==- L 1 and takes into account 
the above relat.:con for L1('C.) and L (f:), then (7) becomes lden
ti ty. 

Substituting the asymptotics (10), (17a) into relations (25), 
(26) we obtain equalities for critical par~eters presented in 

,the second,_(c) and third (d) lines of table 4. Four types of re:
lations in this table (a,b,c,d) correspond to the four equaliti
es in (11 ). The fi~st line (a) will be considered below; line 
(b) in the "t;eneral caE?en of table 4 is abse.nt, this line should 
conta~n parameters o( , PO( , A _ , the relations of which 
with other para."ll.eters are governed by table 1. For the iuportant 
special case c..cs'"l.s,L.(E=+0)/0 (see (113b)) we have relations 
presented in the last three lines of table 4 (the relatj.on (a) 
rema.ins unch,anged). /In table 4 we ami t the superscr.'.pt (0) in
dicating the aux.il.iary critical system (1 )/. 

The verification of the equalit.,es (c) and (d) (or (c') and 
(d')) of table 4 js of considerable jntereat, but because of the 
lack of data on the 11field" · aayrnptotics we are now unable to do 
this. 

It is interesting to note that in the cJ_-: ~ Ising model 
Po< = 1, P!l" ·= P.,. = 0 and from table 4(d) it follows that 
the specific heat %LL (t;_) is_ llOllSingular as e :i: 9c ~ (.,_ "'70, ~?0 
(in spite of%.LL(£.)~/8v._£/~1Xl aa £_~0 (f,>O, e-.ec-0)). 
One can easily see this also directly from (25), where XLL (t).
/fn£./ ,ws~L(n~/Cner! ~o. we have here XLL(I\=o)=E=co~st, 
EIA- = 1-'125t; ... 

~We now have only to discuss relations (13a),(14a),(15). 
Sjnce the original equality (3) does not involve L_ (explicit
ly), we may hope that the peculiarities discussed above in view 
of decomposition L= L1+L'L would not be so essential for 
relations (13a),(14a) (see also (a) in table 4). For concrete 
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T a b 1 e 4. The main relations for critical parameters 

B a a i c Logarithmic C r i t i c a 1 a.mpli tudes ype Indices Indices 

0 

"' 
ct ¥= f(S'-t) "ii P, = P.r+ ~ (b-1) 

1 

((f-1)1-DBc-')if (n,&fp'";,: 1 ("" 1.) 
~ tJ!. ,~"" (1-fJ(Fp-Fr) 0 'I+ 2fi-1 

~ f- c l:, = Pz:, = P. K+'- 1-ft p Z=f"B (BY+ftf!=-Y. >-+f 
-~ II ¥+f flf+(J lr+f lr """fJi-1 r r- Y+f 

"" ';;!'-' _f?o2B(fiBf4(__1_/''" z-,.,+;-PJ " ... ~ "' E-: '2.-lf-2[_ p - p ir+2. 2-ft ~ .. q E - '""fl .- r_ Hf ~ "' lr"+jJ 
f- ,--p,._ 

"'s d-+f lr+jl 

~' p"-3~ 
0 o(+2fi+¥=~ P.x+ P,- = !l'. P,& - C<O$; (t.=-t-C) <.. 1_ A- r_ - SL -

II 
~ 

• 0 z = f'L g·L ( ~:1) r:-) c; ( :r-r; y Pc, ~ + c' 0: 1- o( Pz:; = P<><+l,(P...-PI) o II lf:JI (h<)l- B ~UJ 
·rl '-' 
0 ... 
1l VI 

s -1 I l g~ ( B Y' -P. 
w"' J' E = ~ P~ = Po<+f(J~-P,r) Ul 

3 lt+f E =-s-- r==- (f-1)1- (r+p) < 

---- -·· -



systems these relat ~ons are usually valid*. Passing to ampli tu
des and takln1.; into account (15) we see that it would be conve
nient to introduce dlwesionless ratios 

Q p, = (( 6-ot)r-DB 'i:'-1)io(¥+f)-r'", 
(27) 

R., - Qe. 'i: = (£""-1.)1--DB'-1.(n,ern': (27a) 

One can presuLJe that Q B = i. The values of Q e. for I sine; lat
tices and also experimental data for C02. and Xe ** are 
presented .i..n table 5. One thus sees that ln most cases QB > 1_ 
though close to 1. 

We are unable to give 
an exhaustive explanation 
of the fact Q 8 -., 1 . One 
of possible interpretations 
is the following. We assume 
the spontaneous macnetiza
tion to be the sum of two 
ingredj_ents: 

S(t) = Cc(O + S1.(>:), <2 sJ 

where Co is a "primary" 
part of magnetization due 
to "first origins" (say, 

T a b 1 e 5. Parameters Q Band 
2fi~C'f-1)/(1- ><.) for the Isine 
model and systems C O:t and X e 

System Qe, 
2ft<('i:-1) 

1 "'-
.1olecular 1 1 field (ct = 0<:1) 

d =4 1 1 

d =3 1. 066 ••• 0.89 

cl =2 1.06350 ••• 0.4375 

C:Ot 1 .06 0.94 

Xe 1.09 0.96 

some imaginary "sun1 rules", etc.), and the other part S 1 appears 
as a consequence of the inner molecular field excited by Ce 
and the term b.lONS "!... in (1) compensates only 51 (E) inS(~:.)"t 

*Logarithmic corrections are available ln thecl= Y Ising mo
del where~-= 3, P"'- = Pfi.= P.f=P¥= f- and equal~ ties (a), (b' )for loga
rithmic indices hold true.The beet of our knowledge,indices 

f\::., PE (as well as z; , €:' ) have not been calculated for any stan
dard system.If the relations of table 4 are correct,then for the 
d~t.t Ising model there should be E-:::o tl?:::2./3,Pc.-=PE-=i- (fur
ther discussion see in Appendix C). 

**Nec~~aary data are taken from tables II-IV of ref./9/;for co'!. and .)le there are represented data averaged over three 
methods of f'i tting experlment in table IV. 

***One can also suppose that on the operator level Co has 
" C -number" properties and does not affect X. .s.s , but leads to 
"residual" magnetization in system (1), which in such a case 
should be written asH+ I>.('C.)tv(S-Co)'i/e, (1- !'.). 
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Then one should write the equality (3) only forS1 (~).::81 tP'JP,£JPp> 
and assume Qg (1) = 1. , where in Ge,c1 ) amplitude ~ ·ts repla-

ced by B1.t B ; since QB(1 ) ~ G.s , one gets G.s ~i(table 5). 
Perhaps, one should also take .mto account the difference bet

ween B and 81. in other equalities in table 4, whj_ch then ap
pear to be approximate relations (however, sinl..!e really /B--811« B 
·the numerical error ..i..s expected to be small). Further discussion 
of the hypothethia (28) see _Ln Append:..x B. 

Note that if we accept the hypotheses on decompositions (22) 

and (28), we then get in fact the phenomenological scheme of 

"three subsystems", what rese1nblea the si tuat.t.on in the theor~r of 
auperfluidi ty ( C 0 is an analog of the condensate, ( 51 , L1) is 
an analog of the superfluld component, Lt_ is an analog of the 

normal component) • 

1.:. Many authors (details and references see in ref. 191 )have 

proposed to use for the i.nterpretat.Lon of experimental data dif
ferent dimensionless amplitude ratios: R = A-t 1-t /g<t.., G1 = 
=(£./rtD)vt"/B, R·x=o.,-B'=r•D&r-',A./A-, r./r-. 
In the framewor~ of our approach more natural dimensionless amp
litude ratios are the following: 

"zg< 
c.os'-sL (E=+D), c.os 2sLIIo~o), QA=-'"'-, A:c., 

' A-r- A- (29) 
Qg =((8"-t)r_DB'-')i'"(r+jlr~, ~~~~ Gs", Qr = r-~~-"> 
(ratio Q. 1 will be discussed elsewhere). We propose to ,include 
ratios (29) 

models with 

~n the tables of critical parameters for concrete 

one-component order parameter ( rl =:.1). Note that in 

the molecular-field approxlmatJ.On each ratio in (29) equals 1. · 

~ Let us formulate some concluding remarks. 

a) In addition to the basic indices, when studying critical 
behaViour, of a considerable interest are logarithmic indices 

and critical amplitudes. 

For logarithmic indices we obtain new relations (table 4.) 

which seem to be exact equalities of the same status as the "scal
ing11 laws for basic indices. 

b) Natural dimensionless amplit~de ratios seem to be quanti-
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ties (29), for whlch there are some theoretical predictions discus
sed above. For the field amplitudes there are some e:}Uali ties present
ed in table 4-, which may appear to be only approximate relations. 

c) Essential functions in the critlcal region are eos.isL (£..) 
and MS"-sL(t._), ~. 1._ ~o. 

d) It aeetr1s to be highly actual to calculate the parameters of 
the "field" asymptotics L (It_) and XLL (ft.) (the singular part of 
enerr,y and specific heat for e = e<:' l!t f. 0 ) • .:Juch data would make 
it possible to test some considerations discussed above on the role 
of molecular fJ.eld in the cr~.tlcal region. In particular 9 it is of 
interest to check the conclusion that in the d..=- 2. Ising model the 
specific heat may not be singular as e = e c.' it "'7 0 ' £!,.. ~ 0 .. 

APPENDIX A 

Proceeding from the hypothesis that .6.(~ )N S 2.. in (1) com-
pensates only L• =L(Ooosfs:L(E)in £11 =-<-NL + vmst , one can 
try to analyse the _equality :for averages £ ( L) c..o.s-~L =:: 6(f:. )<s''?-wi th 
averaging over H fee:.. ( 1- E.) • Rewritine; th.;.s equal-'. ty for the case 
of asymptotics (10) (note that <s'l').;;;;. <..s)'-)we obtain the equa
lity, which reduces to a somewhat surprising relat~on for cr~tical 
indices: !J.j?P. (f-1..)-:.1-o(. This equality, as one can see from 
table 5, holds with good accuracy for different systems (except ~=2. 
Islng) (for ol; 3 we have taken/9/' j3 = 5/16, ~~ 1), "'= 1/a). 
One can try to explain deviations from 1 by the replacement $2 to 
(S- Co )2.. in (1) (see footnote *4• on page 12. ) what leads to rela
tion 9..ff.('>-<)/(<-d>)= (1- &o/IS)~ where c.(O= f!,.'f.~/~f:. J P..v. 

APPENDIX B. 

In the framework of our hypotheses (22),(28) it seems to be na
tural to assume that by 8<ec the Hamiltonian contains the effective 
long-range term ( - A {E.) N S t ) • lt one accepts as the origin of 
such a term the "primary" magnetization Co('£.), then it would be -na
tural to consider A(E) to be physic'll. function o£ C0 (E.}.'I'hen6(E) 
= ~. I C.(~)\ ~-l, i'lo = 1/t.(O-o) J:E :; So the "coupling constant" 
A rv I Co I i"'-1.. and therefore, from the aesthetic considerations the 
most acceptable is the case when ~-1:::. !,~, 6, .•. ,i.e., 0:. 3,!;, ... 21c:+1,.. ..• 
It is interesting to note that in the Ising model we have just the 
case: E'= 3, 5"_,1S for~= 4,3,6l.It may happen that odd values of 
~ are not so accidental. 
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APPENDIX C. 

For isotropic systems wLth the YL -component order parameter 

(n ~ t) susceptibility is infinite, Xss = D<l , for all temperatu

res below Be and the straightforward applicati-on of the results des

cribed above is impossible. On the other hand, the scaling equaliti

es If= tf ( 0-1) and o<+2f+¥: 2. remain valid i:f one takes therein cY 

for 97&c.. Here we consider, on the same grounds_, relations for loga

rithmic indices (table 4). For d..= 4 in systems with an n -compo

nent order parameter one has (see, e.g., ref. /10/ ): oi..=O, 

ft=1fl}_~ I'= 1, S"=3 and there are logarith.rhic corrections with indi

ces: Po<.=('-l-n.)/(n+S),P,a= 3/(n+g),P.r=(11•2.)/{n+8), 

Pa = 1./3 , where ~ and f'r are taken fore> Elc. < indi-

ces (/... ' Po~. are the same for e"7ec and e t:: ec ). One can easily 

verify that these values satisfy relations (a) and (b') in talbe 4 

(second column), while other relatione in table 4 lead to the follow

ing predictions: Pr, = (I0-11.)/3(n-t-8), PE.=P"' = (4-n.)/(n-t-l?) 

(with o< = Eo=o, z.., = 2/3). 
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